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K-Day week began with the melodic K-Day Music concert. The sharing of beautiful music and talents between DSG, Kingswood
College, St Andrew’s College and Prep
Dear Parents and Friends of DSG
The recent havoc and loss caused to Woodridge by the fires has left us all feeling rather helpless and vulnerable in
the face of what is unpredictable and uncontrollable. Our friends and colleagues at Woodridge are occupying our
thoughts at the moment – we are devastated for them and the losses they have suffered. The destruction caused has
not only burnt classrooms, boarding houses, the dining hall and other buildings but many of the Woodridge staff who
lived on the campus have also lost everything. Added to this is a tally of irreplaceable losses that grows as people
remember or seek something out. Thankfully, the digital age has saved many teachers’ resources and workbooks;
however, DSG staff will offer to step in and gladly share with them anything that will help them to continue teaching
as soon as possible.
As my reflections brought me closer to home, I was made aware of how incredibly privileged we are at DSG and
how distressed we would be should we incur a similar loss. It is not only our iconic buildings, but also the photos and
art displayed in the boarding houses that reflect a school of 145 years; the memories that are out in the open and
in some quirky places; the specialised equipment found in departments such as music, life sciences, maintenance,
sanatoriums and kitchens; and the personal belongings of some 500 individuals all contribute to the whole that is
DSG.
However, there are learnings coming out of the misfortune at Woodridge. A school really isn’t about any of that; what
prevails throughout is the spirit and soul that make up a school. Schools are unique because of the individual people
that are part of them; because of their institutional culture and memories; and because of the relationships and bonds
formed at them. DSG is truly blessed when it comes to these ingredients and I have had immense joy in being part of
and witness to much of it.
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Two weeks ago we hosted a reunion for the 20-, 25-, 30- and 40-year Old Girls and this weekend the ten-year Old Girls
are returning. It is always a pleasure to witness their pride in DSG, the nostalgia manifested in the tears, laughter and
stories, and the strong relationships that have been retained since their time at school. It is also humbling for me and
for our girls to host such reunions because it serves as a reminder that we are a small part of DSG’s 145-year history.
What we have inherited is something priceless and it behoves each one of us to safeguard and protect what we have
and if possible, pass it on in even better shape than we received it.
Of course, there is a Ryder – organisations and institutions that are unable to adapt and stay relevant do not last.
Given that we take our custodianship seriously, DSG must ensure that it is relevant to young women in the twenty-first
century. I believe that we are doing this and I was heartened at the encouragement and positivity expressed by the Old
Girls when they noted the physical changes and heard of some of the less tangible shifts that have also been made.
This weekend is K-Day (which should really be called K-Week). It began on Tuesday night with a music concert shared
by the senior schools of Kingswood, St Andrew’s College and DSG. This non-competitive sharing of musical talent
between the schools is a fitting start to an exciting set of events and fixtures. You will find the full programme later in
this newsletter and we look forward to welcoming many of our parents and friends to Grahamstown.
This newsletter comes full circle. We will be celebrating the unique relationship that we have with Kingswood over
the next few days and there will be moments of joy, laughter, excitement as well as disappointments and tears. Our
relationship with Woodridge is equally entrenched and special to us and we stand with them at this time.
I wish the DSG community a fun-filled and memorable time of coming together over this K-Day weekend.
Warm regards

Shelley Frayne
Headmistress
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The Wall
“A lot of people never use their initiative because no-one told them to.”
― Banksy
There used to be corridors at the end of the passages in the Norton Block. Then the building works for the new library
necessitated the closing off of these corridors.
But blank walls are not obstructions; they are blank canvases. When the temporary wooden wall went up outside
Norton 6 it was decorated with posters…which lasted until the builders decided to paint the wall. No problem. The
Grade 10 A-Level English class took over the rollers and brushes and gave the builders the afternoon off.
Next, the wooden wall was replaced with an unplastered brick wall, which was, quite frankly, quite ugly. However, in
an effort to consolidate their knowledge of AP English poetry, the Grade 12 AP English class annotated the bricks with
key lines of poetry from their syllabus. ‘Those to whom evil is done, do evil in return’ – W H Auden
For a few weeks these pupils were given a timely reminder of their studies whenever they came to class until they
arrived one day to find the wall had been plastered and their lines removed.
That was until Monday 12 June. That morning pupils who entered the corridor were greeted by a Banksy-inspired
mural which represents everything that matters about education. The artwork shows a child standing tiptoed on books
looking through a solid wall onto a vista of possibility.
The Wall will not win. And in true Banksy style, the artists would like to remain anonymous.
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Academic
Grade 10 design
The Grade 10 Design students made their
last site visit of the year on Monday 5 June.
These young designers visited the Holy
Cross School, which is situated just outside
Grahamstown, to identify how compassionate
design might add value to the educational
experience of the learners at this school. Our
designers heard the school’s need for a multipurpose hall and forms of transportation that
would stand up to the daily wear and tear of
the gravel access road. But there were other
more subtle design opportunities for our
students: some designers were attracted to
redesigning some of the interior spaces, some
wanted to create vibrant murals or interesting
wallpapers. All these ideas (and more) are the
basis of the Grade 10s first ‘full-length’ matricstyle workbooks. We look forward to seeing
what design solutions they arrive at through
their individual processes!

Parent–Teacher meetings
The Parent–Teachers meetings will be held on Saturday 1 July from 9:00 – 11:00 in the Clapham Jubilee Hall (College
Dining Hall), Worcester Street.
The booking interface has been updated – an email will be sent out shortly with instructions on how to book meetings
with your daughter’s teachers.
On-line bookings will open at 08:00 on Friday 23 June and close at 16:00 on Wednesday 28 June.

Dionne Redfern
Deputy Head: Academic
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Cultural

Chapel Choirs participate in the Big Sing
The Cathedral was packed with music lovers last Sunday night. The event was the annual Big Sing event organised
by Kingswood College. St Andrew’s College and the Diocesan School for Girls were represented by their respective
Chapel Choirs. The girls looked resplendent in their beautiful choir robes and they delivered a joyful rendition of Hail
Holy Queen from the famous Sister Act movie. The boys sang a rich and resonant Moses Hogan arrangement of
I’m gonna sing ‘till the Spirit moves in my heart. Other choirs that performed included the RU Chamber Choir, Pro
Carmine and the Cathedral Choir.
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Farewell to a remarkable woman
Ms Lizzie Rennie writes: On Friday 9th June, Asive Ngcebetsha, Robyn Hendricks, Cally Still, Mr Mkula and I
participated in the farewell assembly concert for Mrs Susan Kunju who is leaving Victoria Primary School. It was both a
celebration of her remarkable violin teaching work and a sad goodbye to a wonderful person who will be sorely missed
in Grahamstown. They took away a warm fuzzy feeling of the Glennie hall filled with children and parents saluting an
amazing woman. A couple of Susan Kunju quotes give much food for thought: “Hurry Slowly” and “Practice Makes
Permanent”.
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Community Engagement

Nichola Quarmby with Ikhaya Losizo children

Bailey Dovey

Megan Macgregor

Ikhaya Losizo
On Monday afternoons, Alyssa Ross has been managing a service hour to our local Child Welfare Safe House, Ikhaya
Losizo. It was good to see how many senior girls, despite demanding sporting commitments, made the time to interact
with the children. The children welcome the regular connection with the girls who assist with homework, reading and
other daily activities.
Megan Macgregor has developed a regular and special connection with Aqhama and yesterday brought her a pink
Turkish Delight box filled with some small and interesting items. I was moved to see the growing affection which has
developed between these two.
Mandela Day Scarves
The
Interact
Club
is
excited
about
contributing to this
wider
Grahamstown
initiative. Many of the
girls have ordered wool
and knitting needles
and are determined to
finish a scarf to donate
for Mandela Day.
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Coaching for Conservation
A number of girls supported the fundraising Coaching 4 Conservation Fun Run on Sunday morning at the Amakhala
Game Reserve. Tlanyi Bomela, Daniella Benjamin, Juliette Ridley and Libo Ngwenya volunteered as marshalls for the
event. The race was well marked out and enjoyed by all who attended.

Rev Sue Paton
Director of Community Engagement
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DSG U16A netball team in action during their match against Pearson High School

Sport
The big week has arrived! However, as we head into what is the last major derby of the winter sports season, we can
look back on what has been a very successful term of sport so far. There are still netball and hockey matches to be
played after half-term with fixtures against Woodridge and KHS as well as the interhouse events, but none of these
will compare with the Cambridge, Clarendon, Collegiate and Pearson derbies over the past weeks. This weekend’s
K-Day dwarfs them all! Although most of our girls have had seven consecutive weekends of competitive sport, they
are looking forward to K-Day – however, they are also probably looking forward to a weekend or two off.
As the excitement of K-Day escalates, the staff try to play down the hype of K-Day but also recognise that it is a
wonderful time of the year and the sports staff feel that to be directly involved with an event of this nature and history
is a privilege. It is arguably the highlight of the DSG sports calendar, not least because it is all encompassing and
includes music, debating, and dance as well as the sport over the course of the week. Long may this event remain
such a pivotal part of bringing our Grahamstown and wider community together in a celebration like no other!
Last weekend we took on the might of Pearson and, as mentioned previously, 23 netball and 15 hockey matches were
played on Friday and Saturday.
In the netball we won a very impressive 13 matches, with one draw and only nine losses. We have in the past
acknowledged that Pearson offers our toughest netball fixture of the year, so it was gratifying to see our teams
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DSG 1st netball team enjoying their game vs Pearson

competing so successfully against one of the powerhouses of netball in the Eastern Cape. While our 1sts, 15A and
14A teams lost their matches against some outstanding players and well-drilled teams, our U16As pulled off an upset
to win their match 13-12. However, it was the depth of our teams and how much effort all our girls put in which was
especially pleasing. Our D, E and F teams in the U16, U15 and U14 age groups all won their matches. I would like
make special mention of the 3rds and 5ths who dug deep to win 20-18 and 14-13 respectively. Even the matches we
lost were close run affairs.

DSG 2nd hockey team after their win vs Pearson on Saturday
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In the hockey, however, we found the going a little tougher. Of the 15 matches played, DSG managed five wins, three
of which were from the U14B, C and D teams, showing again that there is much depth in the Grade 8 age group.
We drew four matches and lost six. We were disappointed that we were unable to find a win between the 1sts, 16A
and 14A teams, but Pearson, playing hockey of a high standard, showed why they are so highly rated. However
there were still plenty of positives to take away from the day, not least from the our 1st team who put in a fighting
performance before going down 1-0 in a titanic battle against the top-rated team in the Eastern Cape. The DSG 2nd
and 3rd teams both showed good form to beat Pearson 3-1 and 5-3 respectively. Special mention is made of Emily
Paterson who scored a hat trick for the U14Ds in their 5-2 win.
I would also like to make special mention of two of our horse riders, Jess Rushmere and Emily Roodt, who have been
selected to ride for the Eastern Province 1m and 90cm Eventing teams. The national championships will take place
in PE on 1 and 2 July 2017.
Warm regards

Chris Hibbert
Director of Sport

Please click on the link to view the full K-Day Programme:
http://www.dsgschool.com/latest-news/
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Administration
K-Day
K-Day (which has effectively become a full week of activities), while being a singular event on our calendar and
adding considerably to the unique DSG experience, does tend to incur associated strain, both on our management
of the logistics of arranging for the girls to be at various places at various times and making sure they are safe. The
Housemistresses bear the brunt of the extra load and ultimately, it is on their shoulders that much of the responsibility
lands.
We also know that many of you come to Grahamstown for the K-Day weekend and want to spend as much time with
your daughter as possible. It behoves us, therefore, to consider all these factors when we make arrangements for
the weekend. To this end you will find specific guidelines outlined below to help you plan your weekend and help us
manage these events.
Below are the guidelines for K-Day.
Main events:
•
•
•
•

Friday 16 June: 17h30: 1st team netball (DSG courts)
Saturday 17 June: 12h50: Grade 8 dance
Saturday 17 June: 13h20: 1st team hockey (Webster field)
Saturday 17 June: 15:30: 1st XV rugby (Lower field)

1.

Attendance at 1st team matches is compulsory. Dress for the 1st team matches is formal browns. Full
tracksuits and match kit must be worn for the respective sports events.
		
2.
No sleep-outs on the Friday.
3.

Girls may have a sleep-out on Saturday. They may take one guest (We apologise for the error in the 		
previous communication that indicated two guests may be taken out. Our reasons for the change have
been given previously).

4.

Girls may take up to three friends out for lunch and/or supper on Friday / Saturday and for lunch on Sunday.
Guests need to be signed out by the host parents. Girls must be back by 22:00 on Friday and Saturday and
at 18:00 on Sunday.

5.

Parents need to inform the Housemistress in one email that they are in town for the weekend and will be
taking their daughter out for meals. This will cover the whole weekend. However, an email needs to be
obtained from guests’ parents for each occasion their daughter will be going out.
If your meal is delayed in a restaurant (as does happen over the K-Day weekend) and you are not going to
make the curfew, please let the Housemistress know.
Formal browns must be worn when going to a restaurant, including the Highlander.

7.

Town leave on the Saturday morning from 10:00 to 12:00.
No town leave on Saturday afternoon or evening.

8.

Normal leave policy will apply on the Sunday.

We look forward to welcoming many of you to Grahamstown this weekend and we trust that the weekend is one of
good sport, sportsmanship of the highest order, and wonderful family time for all.
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Information Evening
Wednesday 28 June 2017
18h00
Protea Hotel Kampala
(Elgon Terrace, 9421,
John Babiha Avenue, Kampala)
Children are encouraged to accompany
their parents | Dress: School Uniform

For more information and to RSVP
contact Craig Hatches | 083 351 5575

Prospective parents are warmly invited to attend an
Information Evening on our family of leading independent
boarding schools
St Andrew’s College | The Diocesan School for Girls
St Andrew’s Preparatory School
Situated in Grahamstown in the Eastern Cape.

A family of three boarding schools, highly regarded for excellence in all spheres of education.
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